
Powerful 
Home Care 
Scheduling at 
Your Fingertips!
Eliminate the pain of manual scheduling from 
your scheduler's life while ensuring safer 
care for clients.

https://www.caresmartz360.com/


Spend More Time With Clients 
And Less Time Scheduling
CareSmartz360 makes schedule management efficient and pain-free — no matter 
the size of your home care business.

Our robust scheduling software makes it easy for your home care agency staff to 
manage your entire on-field workforce easily, with availability and skills matching, 
costing, scheduling, route direction, and on-the-job guidance, all in one platform.

Empower your caregivers to never miss a job, and increase customer satisfaction 
while simplifying complex scheduling!

Select caregivers recommended with the portal's built-in intelligence to guarantee that the 
right caregiver shows up at the right time and location for the right client.1Streamline, Automate, and Optimize Scheduling

Deliver appointment details and updates directly to caregivers' phones so there 
are no missed visits.2Eliminate Missed Appointments

Reduce overhead premiums by reducing travel time, clustering nearby visits, eliminating 
missed appointments due to human error, and stamping out paperwork.3Minimize Operational Costs

Gain insight into caregiver activities, expenses, overtime, and more to understand the true 
impact of your scheduling efforts and demonstrate your impact on the business.4Make Informed Decisions

Enable caregivers to spot available and open shifts easily, respond as available, not-available, 
or demand more info, and request agencies to assign open shifts.5Request Client Visits



Robust Scheduling Software

From the calendar, one can view the schedule 
of specific clients & caregivers by Day, Week, 
and Month. The color blocks quickly draw 
attention to open shifts and no-shows.

Color-Coded Calendar
Save time, make quick schedule adjustments, 
and assign shifts quickly using the easy-to-
use drag and drop interface.

Drag & Drop Functionality

Easily specify the duration of the recurrence - 
Daily, Weekly, Monthly, and assign a different care 
worker to each visit. Save yourself tons of time.

Build Recurring Shifts at Once
CareSmartz360 recommends the best 
caregiver for the client based on 
preferences, skills, availability, over time, 
distance and more.

Choose the Best Fit Caregiver

Select caregivers recommended with the portal's 
built-in intelligence and assign the open shift to 
one of them or send alerts to other caregivers of 
choice.

Quick Schedule
Receive real-time alerts for caregivers who 
are late, have no shows, or are approaching 
overtime. Remind Caregivers of shifts via text, 
email, or mobile app notifications.

Real-Time Alerts

Keep Everyone In The Loop

Portals
Allow agency staff, 

caregivers, and clients to 
access important caregiver 
and client information 
like schedule or care 
plans in real-time.

Electronic Visit 
Verification

Use GPS-enabled mobile app 
and smart telephony features 
to stay compliant and gain 
insight into caregiver 
activity, no-shows, etc.

Mobile Apps
With the CareSmartz360 

Mobile apps, your care team has 
access to real-time schedules, 
route details, time tracking, 

patient data, and 
more on the go!

Streamline schedule management with automated scheduling and workforce 
optimization tools.



sales@caresmartz360.com
www.caresmartz360.com

CALL US NOW

1-844-588-2771

Mathiew Newport
President & CEO
True Companion Care

I first approached CareSmartz360 as my home health care company was getting 
off the ground. I was looking for a complete solution that was scalable as we weren't 
in a position to pay for a giant one-time purchase of software.CareSmartz360 
provided a custom, high-quality solution that helped take the effort out of 
scheduling, document management, and even invoicing and payroll!

“

#1 Home care management software to 
transform the way you provide care.

WHY
CareSmartz360?

Fully open & free API for interoperability

Quick & easy data migration 

World-class user interface

Award-winning support; <2 min response time

https://www.caresmartz360.com/
mailto:sales@caresmartz360.com
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